Make 2008 NSM recruiting year, spread the truth.
We in the New York Unit would like to wish you all a very
Happy New Year.
Hail Victory.

Is this the Future of our Brave American Forces?

The Associated Press reports: “Faced with higher recruiting goals, the Pentagon is quietly looking for ways to make it easier for people with minor criminal records to join the military…The review, in its early stages, was started as the number of Army recruits needing waivers for bad behavior — such as trying drugs, stealing, carrying weapons on school grounds and fighting — rose from 15 percent last year to 18 percent this year. Overall, about three of every 10 recruits must get a waiver, according to Pentagon statistics obtained by AP. About two-thirds of waivers approved in recent years have been for criminal behavior. Some recruits must obtain more than one waiver to cover situations ranging from a criminal record to health problems such as asthma or flat feet to some tattoos.” Read gang ink. How many of these recruits are joining the Army because the law is hot on their heels for a recent gang-murder?

Do we really need to be told what color these wonderful new criminal recruits are? Can anyone think of any reason why any young white boy or girl in their right mind would join the military and immediately be shoved into close quarters with the absolute scum of our inner cities? Most Americans haven’t served in the Army and most don’t know that black criminals were common in the Army even before the Iraq War.

Some judges would give a black petty criminal a choice of going to jail or joining the army. Needless to say, white soldiers who joined the Army suddenly would find everything, they leave unguarded for a minute, being stolen. Arrogant black punks would pick fights with them. By the end of Basic Training, most whites were beginning to understand the value of segregation. The AP article notes “The goal of the review is to make cumbersome waiver requirements consistent across the four services and reduce the number of petty crimes that now trigger the process. Still, some Army officers worry that disciplinary problems will grow as more soldiers with records, past drug use and behavior problems are recruited.” Oh, really? You mean crack-head black and Mexican gang members don’t make good soldiers? Who’d a-thunk it? The AP article continues “The waivers require more time, paperwork and investigation, from detailed health screenings to testimonials about past bad behavior. Senior recruiting officers or higher-ranking commanders can make the final decision, depending on the circumstances. In addition, many waiver requirements differ from service to service, and some officials and recruiters say the policies should be more uniform.”
They’re only going to be able to find so many gang-bangers who can even make a pretense of being real soldiers. The number of officers killed by their own troops is going to skyrocket. This idea is going to flop, big time, and our politicians will soon start talking about bringing back the draft. Bush and the neocons will wait until they’re just about to leave office (assuming they decide to leave office) and then Bush will sign the executive order reviving the Selective Service—a military draft. Then when Hillary waltzes into the Oval Office in January of 2009 she will find that she just can’t possibly un-do the draft -just like she can’t end the Iraq War, blaming it all on the Republicans. See how it works?

Germany's top security officials have deemed Scientology unconstitutional and vowed to work toward banning the sect. They also agreed to rescind the non-profit status of groups associated with the far-right NPD

The interior ministers of the nation’s 16 states as well as federal Interior Minister Wolfgang Schäuble “consider Scientology to be an organization that is not compatible with the constitution,” Berlin Interior Minister Erhart Körting told reporters after a two-day meeting of the officials, on Friday Dec 7th. Körting said Germany’s domestic intelligence agencies would collect material that could possible serve as the basis for a ban of the sect. Federal Interior Minister Scäuble said there was not yet enough information to justify a ban.

No money for extreme right-wing.

The ministers also decided to prevent organizations close to the far right NPD party from gaining or retaining non-profit status or receiving state subsidies. “We’re going to the place that it hurt them most,” said Schleswig-Holstein’s interior minister, Ralf Stegner. Currently there aren’t any such groups that get money from the state. Due to the NPD’s presence in several regional parliaments. However, foundations associated with the party would theoretically have the right to apply for subsidies.

Germany has been debating whether to ban the NPD for years, but so far every attempt has failed to establish that the party violates the country’s constitution.
One of the oddest things about this presidential campaign is something that so far no one has mentioned much except in whispers, and that is the fact that for almost the past twenty years, all of our presidents have had the same names.

If you remember, Reagan had Bush Senior forced on him as a VP, that extends the Bush-Clinton reign of power an extra eight years. There was even an assassination attempt against Reagan just two months into his presidency by John Hinckley. Other members of the Hinckley family were big supporters of Bush’s political efforts and were good family friends. Bush was the ex-Chief of the CIA, which was rumored to be doing mind control experiments. You don’t suppose Bush Senior was visiting the Hinckley family one day and noticed the unstable youngster, John Hinckley -an ideal candidate to be a lone nut assassin. And how did a lone nut like Hinckley know where he could get close enough to Reagan to shoot him?

Including the Bush VP years, the Clintons and the Bushes between them have been in power for almost 27 years, a full generation. America, an ostensible democracy, is now subject to a kind of alternating dynastic rule.

Now the Clinton dynasty has officially trotted out the Crown Princess. The New York Times reports: “With Oprah Winfrey headed here on Saturday to campaign for Senator Barack Obama, Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton brought a surprise guest of her own: Chelsea Clinton.” Like an adoring schoolgirl, the “Grey Lady” gushes on: “It was Ms. Clinton’s debut on the presidential campaign trail, smiling broadly as she walked into Palmer’s Deli a few steps behind her mother for a breakfast photo opportunity. She shed her coat and immediately began shaking hands and mingling with Iowa supporters who were seated among the diners…Trailied by more than a dozen photographers, Ms. Clinton talked to young children – pausing for a moment to chant B-I-N-G-O with a little boy – and made her way through a line of prospective supporters.’I hope you’ll support my mother,’ she said again and again.”

Finally, the The New York Times simply falls to its knees and adores: “When Darlene Dols confessed being undecided about which candidate she should support, Ms. Clinton said: ‘Is there anything we can talk about that would push you over the edge for my Mom?’ …While political activists in Iowa have had plenty opportunities to see Senator Clinton, the arrival of Chelsea Clinton created a stir. Years ago, she visited Iowa with her father, an aide said, but not as an adult. ‘Oh, Chelsea, you’ve grown up,’ one woman wearing a Hillary button exclaimed. ‘You’re so beautiful.’” Oh, for crying out loud! What tripe!

Let me guess. Once the Sea Hag (Hillary) gets her lipo-suctioned buttocks plunked firmly down in that Oval Office, the Brat will be found a “safe” Congressional seat in some heavily Jewish district in New York. She is now 27 years old, so she’s already eligible for the House. By the time she finishes her first Congressional term she will be over 30 and thus eligible for the Senate, so Mommy Dearest will either hand off her own Senate seat or find one that Chelsea can carpetbag like she herself did.

By 2016, when the Sea Hag must theoretically leave office, the Brat will be 36–just barely old enough to be jammed down the country’s throat as president, so that the Sea Hag and old man Bill, if he’s still around, probably won’t even be forced to move out of their cushy quarters in the East Wing. By 2024 none of this will matter any more, because there will be no United States left, in the sense that we recognize the term. But of course, there may be some kind of arrangement with the Republicans to let Jeb Bush have his eight years in 2016.

The Presidency of the United States is becoming the private property of two especially unsavory political families, which is one of the many things that the Constitution of the United States was specifically designed to prevent. The Bill of Rights has long been ignored by our lords and masters; first the Second and Fourth Amendment were steam-rolled, and now the First Amendment is being gutted with various thought crime laws. Now the Constitution itself in its provisions for the very form of government is being perverted and eviscerated by these reptiles who rule us.
You want a green card? Then marry a U.S. Citizen.

Someone once said that history repeats itself: the first time as tragedy and the second time as farce. In the United States we seem to live in both stages of history at once. The illegal immigration situation in America has now reached height of lunacy as US citizenship is offered up on a game show. Reuters reports that “A Los Angeles company is touting a new reality game show called Who Wants to Marry a U.S. Citizen? that aims to create televised matrimony between legal citizens and immigrants who have temporary visas. The show’s backers at Morusa Media hope to make a sort of love match between reality TV and a national obsession with immigration. But the producers make no promise that a marriage will occur or lead to U.S. citizenship.” Technically speaking, what this show wants to do should be immigration fraud and a criminal offense. Since our politicians refuse to deport the illegals, I guess a few folks want to make some money off the death of Western civilization.

Muslim Father kills daughter for not wearing a Hidjab.

Friends and classmates of a 16-year-old girl who police say was murdered by her devout Muslim father in a Toronto suburb told local media Tuesday she was killed for not wearing a hijab. Police said in a statement they received an emergency call at 7:55 am local time Monday from “a man who indicated that he had just killed his daughter.” The victim, Aqsa Parvez, was “rushed to hospital with life-threatening injuries, but tragically passed away late last night.” Her father, Muhammad Parvez, 57, was arrested at the scene and will be formally charged with murder when he appears in court Wednesday, said police.

The girl’s friends, meanwhile, told local media she was having trouble at home because she did not conform to the family’s religious beliefs and refused to wear a traditional Islamic head scarf, or hijab.

“She wanted to go different ways than her family wanted to go, and she wanted to make her own path, but he (her father) wouldn’t let her,” one of her classmates told public broadcaster CBC.
The Brits pull out of Basra.

Well, there goes the last significant member of Bush’s “coalition of the willing.” Frankly, the British were the only large contingent. Most other nations contributed 1,500 soldiers or less, and everyone with a brain knows that virtually all of our “allies” sent token forces just to curry favor with the US in the hope of getting foreign aid. Quite a few nations sent just a few dozen soldiers, probably causing more problems with language misunderstandings than they were worth.

The British newspaper The Sun reports: “[Prime minister] Gordon Brown yesterday delivered a stirring festive message to Our Boys in Iraq: ‘Happy Christmas – war is over. The PM was cheered as he praised UK troops and revealed combat operations in Basra will end within two weeks. Iraqi forces will take over as the 4,500-strong British force switches from front-line duties to a training role. By early next year, our contingent in Southern Iraq will be cut to 2,500 – and may be withdrawn completely in March.’”

Otherwise known as “cutting and running” or getting one’s troops the hell out of the way before Bush’s surprise attack on Iran inflames all the Shiites living in Iraq and increases the rebel activity by one hundred times. It would appear that unlike his regrettable predecessor and Bush’s obedient poodle, Tony Blair, this latest British PM is not one of the neocons’ lap dogs. The Sun goes on: “The PM broke the good news in a flying visit to Iraq. He landed at the Army’s base at Basra airport in darkness in an RAF Hercules transporter plane. Minutes later he spoke to Iraqi PM Nouri al-Maliki. He then gave a rousing speech to 300 squaddies after shaking hands with them all.”

Well, all very nice. But tell me, leaving aside the exact definition of “victory” in the Iraqi context, when exactly did the West “win” in Iraq? There are still thousands of rebel insurgents in the field, still fighting. No peace treaty of any kind has been signed, and nothing has been resolved. The British Army is in fact withdrawing under fire in the face of a still armed and active enemy. I believe the word that keeps popping to mind is “retreat.”

The neocons have been boasting that casualties have dropped after their “surge.” It’s true that reported US casualties are only 38 and 37 in the last two months versus 100+ in earlier months. Does anyone really trust the military or Bush regime to tell us the truth though? How easy would it be to lie about casualties for a few months? Another possibility is that some short-term deal has been made by bribing local warlords or mullahs. This would be just like the neocons. There have been a few previous months where casualties dropped, but the casualty rate per month has always climbed back up.

The fact is, that the Brits have finally taken a good long look at what toadying to the neocons for the past six years has brought them. They see what’s coming and they don’t want any part of it. With the impending withdrawal of the Australians, that’s it. America’s last fig-leaf concealing the naked aggression of George W. Bush and the neocons has fallen away. We will soon be just as alone in this occupation as the Soviets were in their illegal invasion and occupation of Afghanistan in the 1980s.
Diversity is killing our Space Program and Future.

One of the most disgusting and shameful things that the past forty years of political correctness has forced on America is our virtual abandonment of the jewel in America’s crown, the ultimate goal of all humanity –manned space flight and the spread of mankind throughout the stars. According to Breitbart News: “NASA is on track to return humans to the moon by 2020 and set up a lunar outpost to serve as a springboard to explore Mars, officials said Monday. ‘Our job is to build towns on the moon and eventually put tire prints on Mars,’ NASA’s Rick Gilbrech told reporters here, one year after the US space agency unveiled an ambitious plan to site a solar-powered, manned outpost on the south pole of the moon. ‘We have the International Space Station; we’re going to have a lunar outpost, and someday, certainly, somebody will go to Mars,’ said Jeff Hanley, head of NASA’s Constellation program, which is developing the tools to return humans to the moon.”

Well, that’s all very nice. It sounds very enthusiastic and upbeat, for a press conference that might have taken place in, say, 1970. Unfortunately, it’s now 2007, and NASA has essentially wasted all its resources on things like the Hubble telescope, a space station so small as to be useless and the whole boondoggle of the space shuttle program, which any honest observer sees as NASA’s biggest failure –desperately in need of replacement. It has been 35 years since any astronaut has actually left the earth’s orbit to take the baby step to the moon. Breitbart continues: “Despite budgetary constraints, NASA hoped to have Constellation fully operational by 2016, Gilbrech said. ‘We’re hoping we get a budget passed by Congress,’ he said, pointing out that only six-tenths of a penny of every tax dollar went to funding NASA’s space programs. ‘We’re making plans to be ready for any and all scenarios. The (budget proposal) we put in keeps our program on track for the March 2015 initial operating capability… and full operating capability a year later,’ Gilbrech, who leads new spacecraft development at NASA, said.”

Really? You’re planning for all scenarios, are you? How about the scenario that by 2015 the United States officially becomes a Third World country when the North American Union goes into effect? How much of a space program does a Third World nation have? That’s right. They don’t have space programs!! Even if we escape becoming part of a union with Mexico, we will have so many non-Whites in America by 2015 that 90 percent of the federal budget will go to feeding and providing medical care for them. Six-tenths of one percent of the federal budget will look “good” by then as NASA funding gets wiped out completely. By 2015, there simply won’t be enough competent White engineers, scientists and designers left to create and staff a lunar program. Every year, aerospace companies must allow in a larger and larger percentage of Blacks and Latinos to make up federal racial quotas. The competency to send astronauts safely into space (and back) is quickly being lost.

When I was a boy, I remember reading science fiction writers like Robert A. Heinlein, Brian Aldiss, Edmond Hamilton, Alfred Bester and Arthur C. Clarke, all of whom created vast worlds of space travel dated far in the “future.”. Many of them thought we would be exploring other solar systems by the 1980s. I think we all assumed back then that by 2007 it would be possible to buy a ticket on a commercial space liner to our first Mars colony. Diversity has already robbed us of our space program. Next it will take all our disposable income in taxes for a growing horde of non-White parasites and finally it will make life literally impossible as a flood of gang members start invading the suburbs to rob old White people trying to live out their retirement. We have seen the harm Diversity has already done. We need to take back our government while we still can!!!

Do you care for your race?
Do you care for AMERICA?
Then you have no excuse BE THERE!
“Racism” Doesn’t work for Black who killed a White youth.

RIVERHEAD, N.Y. - A black man who invoked images of lynch mobs in explaining why he killed a white teenager was convicted of second-degree manslaughter when a jury rejected defense lawyers’ arguments that his actions were justified. Jurors reached a verdict Saturday after four days of deliberations and an emotional three-week trial that flared around questions of race and recklessness.

The defendant, John White, raised the nation’s history of racist violence in describing why he brandished a gun at a group of angry white teenagers who came to his house on Aug. 9, 2006. White ultimately shot 17-year-old Daniel Cicciaro in what he said was an accident, but a prosecutor said was the result of poor judgment. Saying White planned to appeal, defense attorney Fred Brewington called the verdict “disappointing for African-Americans” in the area.

From Editor: I am out of the country for a few weeks which means that the February edition of “STORMTROOPER” will be middle to late February. I apologise for this, but I promise to catch up in March. Meanwhile I wish you all a happy and productive New Year. Make 2008 the NSM year.